
LinkedIn 20-minutes Per Day Checklist 

No. Date Task

1
Upload my professional head and shoulders photo, with only me in 
the photograph, smiling and looking at the camera.

2 Check that I only have a first and last name showing.

3
Make full use of 120 characters in my headline and explain what I 
can do for people. Don’t use it for my job title. My job title goes 
under experience.

4
Include the correct and up to date contact details, especially my 
personal or business email.

5 Customise my personalised URL with my first and last name.

6 Write a concise and personal summary written in the 1st Person.

7
Add documents, external links and external media (video) to the end 
of my summary.

8
Decide on my Top 10 skills. Use those skills as keywords throughout 
my profile, which will help me to be found on search.

9
Follow company pages of the companies that I am interested in 
engaging with.

10
Make use of the project section to add any projects that I have 
undertaken.

11 Add volunteer experience and what causes (charities) I support.

12
Highlight my achievements in education, including any projects, 
presentations and testimonials.

13
Request at least 5 recommendations for my profile from people I 
have done work with or for. This also includes asking colleagues, if 
they are on LinkedIn.

14
Investigate joining industry specific LinkedIn groups. At least 10 to get 
started.

15
Tag all my connections as soon as I invite them to connect to me. 
Remember: ‘Search, Save, Tag and Invite’.

16
Create essential tags; company, introducer, local, call, friend, tutor, 
recruiter. There is no limit how many I can create or assign.

17
Target to grow my network by 5 new connections every week, 
minimum.

18 Master the LinkedIn app.
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LinkedIn 20-minutes Per Day Checklist 

19 Convert Facebook and Twitter connections to LinkedIn connections 
weekly.

20
When meeting people face to face ask if they are on LinkedIn and 
send them an invite on the spot via the LinkedIn app. Remember to 
personalise the invitation.

21
Spend just 20-minutes each day on LinkedIn, refining my profile, 
liking and commenting, sending invites, accepting invites, engage in 
groups.

No. Date Task
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